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SUMMARY 

The!freqUency distribution of data values may be indicated by
four statistica14arameters: • nean, standard.deviationii.lskewness, and
kurtosise• Statistical moment measures are used here to obtain these.
These parameters are applicable not only to sets of classified or

. unclassified readings, but also to results of grainsize analyses

The most commonly used methods of grainsize analysis are
sieving for the gravel fraction, sieving or using a settling tube for
the sand fraction, and using pipette or hydrometer methods for the mud
fraction. When the results from a combination of these methods are
employed to obtain the required statistical measures there is one major
problem: sieving gives results based on actual size, vhereakl the other
methods are based on the hydraulic equivalent concept° Under some
conditions this problem is either not significant or can be partly
overcome.

Program GRSIZE outputs the four statistical parameters using
grainsize data obtained from the above analytical methods, or data which
are a set of classified or unclassified readings of a variable. Other
relevant options and outputs are also available trith the program°
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INTRODUCTION 
( i 

Program GRSlZE was developed to proce.,s, graj,;n$~~Ekda.ta from 
about 500 sediment samples froJ:ll Broad Sound. Qld •. ,;·!nAl;vses'were. carried 
out by Sieving the gravel fraction, usipg·a;:settl~:q6':tubed'Qr:-the· sand, 
and pipetting the mud fraction; the parameters (JD~an,is;t:andard'deviation, 
skewnesliil, and kurtosis ) associated with thegraillsize<,dtst;ribution of 
each sample were required for futUre q~ti tat.ive,",,8JJ,~l;y:s,es. 

Once the program was begun, many options such>as':extrapolations 
and plots of sample distributions were added.ownen pl.c:rt~;i"e~" available, 
it was thought . useful to make these usable with. .~, $trt~or"'readi.ngs. 
Methods of sieving, the sand and usingaht~OJ:lleter!,~q;'~the:;mua;; were also 
incorporated to _e the program'compatiblewlth me~hods'commonlyused 
in engineering laboratories. Addi tions~ to" the,:,:pPOgra;hwere,often a.resul t 
of other people's requirements. These add! tion8£.l1ave,'JQa.4e:the;,p;I!'ogram 
more useful and comprehensive. ; For ,this:",L"'WQul~'~l~lk~pto,;th~ 
Dr P.J. Cook, Mr J'~F.Marshal1,,;·and:Mr.';·J~EKe.~lett.: 

Uombining metbods of grainsize analysi"'VAioh:>:$.1"e''baiEled' on 
different measurements (actW!l.lSize and hYdraulic eqlU;valent):.leads' to 
difficul t probleJlls. Dif;lcu~sion of these is necessu"y'a.nd" r~levant for 
any user of the program and has been included, together,with'ca;,descr,iption 
of the BMR settling tube and its calibl'ationpl'ooed'1,Wes •. jA·'~eeC!l'iption 
of the various etatistical"measureEi 1s,giveni,in~,tbe,.il);tro(iuotOl!'Y" seotions, 
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STATISTICAL , DEYELOPMETT

Often it is necessary to know how the values of a certain
variable are distributed. An idea of this distribution can be obtained
by classifying the values into a number of classes and drawing a histogram.
This frequency distribution Can:usually be defined more precisely by
obtaining some statistical measures of the distribution.

The four most useful measures are the mean, standard deviation,
skewness, and kurtosis; these can be obtained on unclassified as well as
classified data. These four measures are defined below:-

Mean

'The mean for classified data, X , is defined as,

i =1
where,^n '= total number of observations .

h =. number of class intervals

x. = mid-point of the ith class interval

f.^frequency (number of observations out
-. 1 of n) in the ith class interval.

If the observations have not been classified, xi will be the
value of the ith observation, fi will equal 1 for all i and h will equal
n. In fact, the mean obtained from classified data is really an
approximation, as the observations in each class interval are given the
value of that interval's mid-point.

The mean can be imagined as being the point of balance of the
distribution.

The other three statistical measures are determined using the
second, third, and fourth moments about the mean. This 'moment about
the mean' concept, for classified data, is defined as

\ k r
mk n >  (Xi - X ) ti

where, mic = kth moment about the mean

In particular, m2 is defined as the variance of the sample
distribution. Again, if the observations have not been classified the
value of xi , fi and h will be as set out previously. Moments about the
mean for classified data are also again approximations. The above symbols
will have the same meaning when the remaining three measures are discussed.

Standard Deviation 

The standard deviation, s, which has the same units of measurement
as the data, is given by

—^nnz
It can be shown that m2 is a biased estimator of the true population
variance, and that

is an unbiased estimator.

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
b 1
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Therefore,

is more Appropriate for small
values of n.

-
The standard deviation gives an indication of the spread of the

distribution. With a normally distributedpopulation 'the .interval
(37i. -S OR' 4- S ) includes about b8 percent of the4alues, and the
interval (5Z - 2 5 .5 >< +2S) includes about 95 percent.

Skewness 

Skewness, go -which is a dimensionless_number, is given by,
rn . 9^S3

The value of . g l is zero for a symmetricaldistributianAnd
positive for a distribution with an extended right 'itaM:. Care rust be
taken when usiatgi to -interpret the Shape of --A./dittribution„As g l

can also be -zero for an asymmetrical distribUtion.

Kurtosis 

Again a dimensionless number, kurtosis (2) is given by,

CI
,.., 2^s

As g%2 equals zero for a normal curvevwithAvmean,of zero And a
standard deviation of 1, and greater than ^a distribution more
peaked than this normal distribution, g2 is.often . used,as a measure of
peakedness of a distribution. Despite this, interpretations from values
of g2 are often questionable and uncertain.

W.T. Sheppard's Corrections for Grouping 

When these statistical measures are:determined'from classified
data, they are in error Owing to the assumption that the:observations are
all concentrated at the mid-points of the class intervals. If the
distribution is symmetrical or only moderately skewed, and the class
intervals are all equal, the m and m canbecorrectedusing,

M2 (core- ecl'eci5^mz ^
4^.L

I .2,
and,^ I L-m4 (Corr, eCted)^4-^- ^z^24.0
where h is the size of the class intervals.

These corrections are only warranted iftheclaturintervals are
coarser than 1 /20 of the total range, andifralarge:nUmberAJf sample
values were taken.

More detailed treatment of descriptive measures of sample
distributions can be obtained in any one ofA_largerangs of statistical
texts, such as Yule & Kendall (1950).
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APPLICATION OF STATISTICS TO GRAINS= ANALYSIS 

Techniques of grainsize analysis can be directly related to the
statistical measures defined earlier. Unless each grain is measured
separately, n will be the total weight of the sample used in the analysis
and fi will be the weight frequency in the ith class interval. Therefore,
although the use of the unbiased estimator of the variance is not
applicable with grainsize results, Sheppard's Corrections often are,
depending on the points already explained. The uncertainties associated
with interpretations of skewness and kurtosis still remain.

Available experimental methods for grainsize analysis often
necessitate the division of the total sample into three fractions, gravel,
sand, and mud (silt and clay). Separate analyses are then carried out on
each fraction. Each method requires an optimum amount of a fraction for
meaningful and accurate results. For example, the standard pipette method
requires about 15 g of mud. Consequently, analysis of the results must
take into account any required splitting of, or adding to, a particular
fraction. In practice, it is often convenient to predetermine the
percentages of each fraction, analyse the appropriate amount of each
fraction, and then calculate the required statistical_ measures.

Extrapolation Needs 

Using available methods, it would take many weeksto analyse
the mud fraction of some samples completely. Usually it is not
economical to spend more than one day per sample, and as a result, some
clay in the sample remains unanalysed. A mathematical technique to
extrapolate the remaining clay down to any given size would be useful.
Although this extrapolation would only be a rough approximation to the
actual sample distribution, it may be considered better to extrapolate
than to leave the remaining clay weight out completely.

An appropriate extrapolation technique is the sum of digits
method. If the extrapolation is to be made over five class intervals for
instance, the five class intervals are numbered 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1, and
the sum of these digits obtained. In this case the sum of digits equals
15. The weight frequency in the first extrapolated interval is then set
at 5/15 of the remaining clay weight; in the second interval at 4/15 of
this weight; and so on down to the last extrapolated interval, which
would be set at 1 /15 of the remaining clay.

The effect of this extrapolation can be seen in Pig. 1, where
the x-axis represents grainsize in phi units. Here the clay., remaining
after pipette analysis down to 9 phi was extrapolated to 14 phi over
five class intervals.

If insufficient gravel, sand or mud is available for a
particular analytical method, but it is thought better to incorporate
these amounts when determining the statistical measures, the same sum
of digits in extrapolation technique could again be used. The errors
due to the extrapolation approximations should always be less than the
error due to leaving that fraction out entirely.
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Graphical Plots 

Cumulative Curve 

At the completion of the grainsize analysis on all the fractions
present in the sample, each class interval mid-point is associated with
the corresponding weight frequency for that interval. The cumulative
grainsize frequency curve of a sample can be approximated using these,
and is obtained by plotting each of these mid-points against the sum of
the weight percents corresponding to all mid-points less than or equal to
each. Joining the resulting points indicates haw much of a sample is
likely to be less than a certain grainsize. Unequal class intervals often
result from grainsize analysis, but no problems arise from this when
plotting the cumulative curve.

An illustration of a cumulative plot is shown in Fig. 2. The
cumulative curve has been used by many workers to obtain estimates of the
mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. These are only
approximations to the statistical moment measures. Folk & Ward (1957)
discuss these graphical methods and their use in some detail. A review
of many mathematical and graphical techniques used to summarize grainsize
distributions is given by Folk (1966).

Frequency Curve 

An approximation of the grainsize frequency distribution of a
sample can also be obtained from these results. A frequency curve indicates
the percentage of each grainsize expected in a sample. If the class
intervals are all equal, a plot of the mid-points against the corresponding
weight percent approximates the grains ize frequency distribution of the
sample. The same approximation would be obtained if a histogram of the
results was drawn and the mid-points of the upper edges of the histogram
rectangles were joined by straight lines.

With unequal class intervals, however, the larger the class
interval the larger is the percent frequency associated with that interval
mid-point; this percentage cannot be compared with percentages from smaller
class intervals. Therefore, the percentages associated with intervals
larger than the smallest interval must be scaled down by an amount equal
to the ratio of the two interval lengths. This scaled percentage is then
plotted against its corresponding mid-point.

To illustrate this complication a sample frequency plot is
illsutrated in Fig. 3. The x-axis represents grainsize in phi units, and
there are 40 plotted points each representing an interval mid-point and
its corresponding weight percent. From the left, the first mid-point
represents an interval 1.5 phi units in length and the next two represent
1.0 phi unit intervals, whereas the smallest class interval used in the
grainsize analysis was 0.25 phi units. Therefore, the weight percent
associated with the first mid-point has been scaled down by a factor of
six and the next two by a factor of four.

A true comparison between all class intervals can be made using
this scaling method. The scaled percentage associated with a mid-point is
taken to represent the percentage of a sample that would have been obtained
if the size of the class interval had been that of the smallest interval
analysed. The plot, therefore, incorporates errors due to this assumption
as well as the errors associated with concentrating the percentage at
the mid-point.^ v°
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Despite these errors, this frequency plot is extremely useful
for descriptive purposes.

METHODS OF GRAINSIZE ANALYSIS 

The method used for grainsize determination depends on the
fraction - gravel, sand, or mud - of the sample being analysed. Methods
commonly used for each fraction are listed -below:

Fraction^Method

Gravel^(i)^Sieving

Sand^ (i)^Sieving

(ii) Settling tube

Mud^ (i)^Pipette

(ii) Hydrometer

With all these methods, the selected size of the class intervals
will depend on the accuracy required for the :statistical measures. In
any case, if a class interval contains more than about 15 percent of the
total sample, that interval should be further subdivided and the fraction
re-analysed.

Sieving and Pipette Method 

Detailed description of sample preparations and techniques for
sieving and pipette analyses may be found in Folk (1965). Temperature
changes can have a significant effect on the timings for pipette readings,
and Appendix I contains these timings at 18, 20, 22, and 24 °C. The
theoretical grainsizes corresponding to these timings are also given.

Settling Tube 

Recently many articles have been written on automatically
recording settling tubes. Discussion covers such topics as calibration
(equating times of fall with grainsize), accuracy (how close the values of
grainsize parameters obtained with the settling tube are to the true values
of these parameters for any sample), and precision (reproducibility of
results).

Both Cook (1969) and Felix (1969) suggest from empirical studies
of the mean and standard deviation that the precision of the settling
tube is better than that obtained by sieving. The accuracy of a particular
tube, though, obviously depends on the method and accuracy of calibration.
Several different ways of calibratingsettling tubes have been attempted.

Most methods obtain a graph showing the theoretical rate of fall
of quartz spheres of any size in the particular settling tube being used.
Cook (1969) usedthe rate of fall of glass spheres of varying sizes, and
adjusted these results for quartz using an equation from Rubey (1933).
Gibbs, Mathews, & Link (1971) went one step further and obtained an
equation from glass sphere results which they suggest may be used to
obtain the rate of fall of spheres of any required diameter and density.
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Once the theoretical rates of fall for quartz spheres are
obtained, grainsize results for any sample can be determined relative to
these. That is, the size obtained for any particle analysed with the
settling tube will be equivalent to the diameter of the quartz sphere
(hydraulically equivalent size) which would have the same rate of fall as
the sample particle. In other words, a large flat shell which if sieved
would be classified in the coarse sand size range might be classified in
the fine sand size range with the settling tube, because of its slow
rate of fall.

Theoretically, then, samples made up of particles of any
mineral composition, or of any shape or size, can be analysed by the
settling tube and compared on the basis of the hydraulic equivalent
concept. However, practical limitations of the experimental method
effectively restrict this technique to the sand fraction. Therefore,
the hydraulic equivalent concept must be considered with reference to the
measurement methods used with the gravel and mud fractions.

Grainsize Measurement Problems 

Most methods of grainsize analysis of muds use Stokes' Law
applied to quartz spheres as a basis, and therefore also use the hydraulic
equivalent idea. The use of settling tube with the sand and hydrometer
or pipette with the mud are therefore compatible. Use of such methods
produces results that may be used to indicate the energy of the depositional
environment. If only these hydraulic methods are used to analyse a sample,
results should also be comparable from sample to sample regardless of
composition and shape. Problems occur, though, when a combination of
sieving the gravel and using a settling tube with the sand is used.

When the gravel fraction is sieved it is subdivided according
to the actual size (more exactly, the least cross-sectional area) of the
individual particles, whereas the settling tube analysis depends on the
hydraulic equivalent concept. Two conflicting types of grainsize
measurement are thus used in the analysis of one sample. The same
difficulty, but probably to a much lesser extent, also arises if sieving
is used for the sand fraction and either the hydrometer or pipette method
for the mud. Similarly, the gravel, sand, and mud fractions are normally
separated by sieving and not hydraulic methods. If the sample was made
up entirely of quartz spheres this difficulty would not arise.

In theory, results from hydraulic equivalent measurements would
be comparable whether the total sample or only the quartz grains in the
sample were analysed, provided that all particles are in equilibrium
with the energy regime of the environment of deposition. The latter^-
condition is frequently not fulfilled; for example fine sediment may be
sheltered in shell chambers, shells may themselves be part of the local
fauna and not related to current energy, or the sample may represent
two or more sedimentary laminae of different regimes.

Where a combination of sieving and hydraulic equivalent methods
is used, as is normally necessary, the best results are achieved by
analysing only the quartz component. This solution is normally only
practicable where the non-quartz particles consist of carbonate which can
be removed by acid leaching. Platy and acicular non-carbonate grains,
and equidimensional heavy minerals, must also introduce anomalies, but
fortunately they are not often quantitatively significant.
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Although impracticable at the moment, the overall solution to
the problem of mixed measurement types would be to separate the three
fractions hydraulically and to have a settling tube capable of analysing
the gravel fraction.

Once the difficulty of the two conflicting measurement types is
overcome, valid comparison between samples can be obtained. Comparison
of results from different laboratories will depend on how these problems
have been dealt with in each. Here, of course, consistent calibration
of settling tubes is also of paramount importance.

Calibration of BMR Settling Tube 

Each individual settling tube should be separately calibrated,
as the rate of fall of grains varies significantly with differing
construction of the tube. Gibbs (1972) empirically tested these effects,
and he suggests the ideal specifications for a settling tube.

The BMR settling tube (Fig. 4) has an inside diameter of
approximately 7.5 cm and a length of fall of about 161 cm. Instructions
for the use of the settling tube and recorder have been included in
Appendix 2.

The tube was calibrated by a simple but accurate method
requiring sieved quartz standards. Ideally, the standards should have
been quartz spheres of all sizes throughout the sand fraction. As quartz
spheres were not readily available, a mixture of well-rounded quartz grains
from Broad Sound and Hervey Bay in Queensland, as well as from the Arafura
Sea, was used. The tube was calibrated for the range of sizes from 2 mm
to 0.063 mm and the calibration procedure was as follows.

The standard quartz set was sieved carefully through 19 sieves
from 2 mm size to 0.053 mm size. This gave 18 standard samples, each
having a known size range.

Each was accurately split into between 5 and 11 sub-samples,
each of which was analysed with the settling tube, and the pen sweep rate
used for each one noted. The average temperature of the water at the top
and bottom of the tube was always between 20°C and 22°C.

It was assumed that the first grains of a sub -sample to hit the
settling tube pan had a diameter equal to the size of the larger of the
two sieves which bounded the sub-sample. The average distance of pen
travel (at the appropriate sweep rate) before these first grains hit the
pan indicates the time of fall of particles the size of this larger sieve.
The actual time of fall of this size is obtained by multiplying the
appropriate sweep rate by the average length of travel.

Fig. 5 shows five of the nine traces used to obtain the time of
fall of standard quartz grains with a diameter of 0.250 mm. The small
arrow on each curve shows the point at which the first grains hit the
settling tube pan. The required length of travel for each sub-sample was
from the start point to this arrow. When calculated, the average time of
fall for the standard quartz grains of 0.250 mm diameter was found to
be 42.2 seconds.

1
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Time of fall was determined by this method for each Of the
eighteen standard samples. From these results a graph of the time of
fall against the corresponding quartz grain diameter was obtained (Fig. 6).
From the graph the time of fall for any required size can be obtained.

FrOM this time of fall the horizontal distance of pen travel
corresponding to the standard quartz size can be determined for any
desired sweep rate. The sweep rates for four settings on the BMR recorder;
the time of fall - from the graph - for 21 grain diameters (in * phi
intervals); and the corresponding distances of pen travel for these 21
sizes, at a sweep rate setting of 10, are given in Appendix 3.

From Appendix 3 it can be seen that at a sweep rate of
3.65 s/cm, 47.9 cm of horizontal pen travel are theoretically required,
before all sample particles hydraulically equal to and less than standard
quartz grains of 0.0625 mm diameter, have fallen to the pan.

To illustrate this, sample 71636018A, a shallow marine sample
from Broad Sound, first had the calcium carbonate removed; the gravel, sand,
and mud fractions were then separated by wet sieving through 2 mm and
0.063 mm sieves and the sand fraction was analysed with the settling tube
at a sweep rate of 3.65 s/cm; the final output from the X-Y recorder is
shown in Fig. 7. From the start point the pen travelled the expected
2.0 cm before the first particles hit the pan. Just to the left of E,
the 47.9 cm travel point, the sharp break in slope indicates the cut-off
of the 0.063 mm sieve. The further vertical movement of the pen past this
point indicates that either some mud remained in the sand fraction or
there were grains in the sieved sand fraction hydraulically smaller than
0.063 mm diameter standard quartz.

Between the points A and'E on Fig. 7 the graphical output can
be used to analyse the sand fraction of this sample. The horizontal
distance of travel indicates the hydraulically equivalent size of
standard quartz; the vertical height represents the amount of sample
greater than this size. In Fig. 7, DE represents the total weight of
sand in the sample and BC represents the proportion of this fraction
greater than or equal to the size hydraulically equivalent to 0.250 mm
diameter standard quartz (OB representing the time of fall for 0.250 mm
standard quartz grains).

The complete size distribution in the sand fraction is given by
this graphical output. When using this to determine the statistical
measures required, the amount of information obtained from this graph is
limited only by the number of measurements taken from the graph. For
example, 21 readings of vertical height are needed to classify the sand
fraction into * phi class intervals. With the MIR Settling Tube these
21 readings would be taken at the horizontal distances from the start
given in Appendix 3.

Complete details showing how to incorporate a series of gravel
weights from sieving, a set of measurements from a settling tube graph,
and pipette weights from the mud fraction to obtain statistical measures
and graphical plots, will be explained later. This will be done using a
computer program called GRSIZE.
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An alternative to measuring the settling tube graph at the
selected positions would be to have the electrical impulses, which produce
the graph, converted to a digital output. This would save time and also
reduce the measuring errors. Of course, the grainsizes corresponding to
the times selected for digital output must be determined as before from
the calibration curve (Fig. 6).

Accuracy and Precision 

The accuracy of a particular settling tube, depends on the
method of calibration. With the method outlined in the previous section,
the accuracy would be related to that of the quartz standard set, the
sieves used, and the experimental technique. Problems with the quartz
standards would include non-spherical grains and an incomplete range of
sizes.

Papers which compare the precision (reproducibility of results)
of sieving with that obtained with a settling tube have been referred to
previciusly. It is useful to consider the precision of a settling tube
relative to the precision of the methods used with the gravel and mud
fractions. Table 1 shows the results for three repeat analyses of two
samples, one with sand and mud fractions, the other with gravel, sand, and
mud. The gravel was sieved, the mud analysed by the pipette method, and
the settling tube used for the sand. The range of the mean grainsize for
the total sample and for the sand fraction only is also shown.

TABLE 1

PRECISION OF RESULTS FROM SIEVE, PIPETTE, AND SETTLING TUBE
ANALYSES

Sample^Fractions^Mean^Range Grainsize Mean
Number^Present^(total)^in phi Units^(sand

fraction)

Range

15C
15 X
15Y

Sand - '46%
Mud - 54%

5.307

5.473
5:248

0.225
2.173
2.193^.087
2.107

18C^Gravel - 40%
^

.4.133
^

2.172
18X^'Sand^- 45%

^
0.384
^

0.749
^

1980. ^.192
18Y^Mud^- 15%

^
0.759
^

2036.

Using the range of the three repeat analyses as a measure of
precision, that of the settling tube results is less than that of the
results from the three methods combined by a factor of 2.6 times in the case
of sample 15 and by a factor of 3.9 times in the case of sample 18. This
example indicates that the experimental_ error with the settling tube is
much less than that obtained by sieving the gravel and using thepipette
method with the mud. Although more detailed empirical testing would be
required to show this conclusively, it seems that the settling tube
precision is certainly adequate compared to the precision of the other
grainsize measurement techniques.
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Hydrometer Method

The hydrometer method for mud grainsize analysis is not as
accurate as the pipette method, and is also somewhat more difficult to
carry out. This method is mostly used in engineering laboratories for
soils. It appears that with these soil analyses the cumulative distribution
of the grainsize is usually the only output used. Such measures as the
mean grainsize and standard deviation of the sample distribution would be
helpful in some cases in distinguishing differences in soils more
precisely. For this reason the hydrometer method has been included here.

Engineering laboratories are normally interested in the
distribution of the actual sizes of the grains in a sample, as opposed to
the hydraulic equivalent sizes. Consequently, the sand and gravel
fractions are sieved. The hydrometer method is based on Stokes' Law,
and therefore the problem of using two different measurement techniques
on one sample again arises.

Using the standard soil grainsize analysis the effects of this
problem will probably be minimized. For a start, the carbonates are
removed before the grainsize analysis is carried out, and the average
specific gravity of the sample is used in the calculations. Thus, only
differing grain shapes will affect the results.

Two types of hydrometer are in common use: one is graduated
from -2 to 60 g/1 of soil in the suspension; the other is graduated
from 0.995 to 1.038 g/ml and calibrated to read 1.000 in distilled water
at 20°C. A nomographic chart for the solution of Stokes' Law is used to
obtain the hydraulically equivalent particle size for each reading of the
hydrometer. From each reading the amount of the sample smaller than the
corresponding equivalent particle size is also determined. These results
are handled similarly to the pipette results in determining the required
grainsize statistics. Complete details of the hydrometer method, as well
as suggested sample preparation, are given in the publication produced
by the Standards Association of Australia (1966).

The first reading made with the hydrometer may be taken to
represent the total weight of the sample being analysed, as with the
pipette method. Normally, though, the equivalent particle size corresponding
to the first reading is significantly less than the size of the sieve used
to separate the mud fraction. In this case, the amount of the sample
between the size of this sieve and the equivalent particle size of the
first reading must be obtained using the known weight of the mud fraction
used in the analysis.

An example of the use of program GRSIZE when sieving has been
used with the gravel and sand fraction and the hydrometer method with
the mud fraction is given later. The output from this includes: the
four statistical measures discussed previously; percent gravel, sand,
and silt and clay; and the sample frequency and cumulative curves.

Before samples are analysed to obtain the four grainsize
parameters, the following questions should be asked.

Are these parameters necessary for the study being carried out?
Perhaps other indicators of the grainsize of the samples, such as percent
sand or gravel-sand-mud ratios, would be adequate. See, for example,
Davis (1970).

CO/
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What measurement type is to be used with the samples? A
choice must be made between hydraulic equivalent measurements and actual
size measurements.

Do the analytical methods available for grainsize analysis mean
that both these conflicting measurement types have to be used when
analysing a sample? If this is so perhaps the problem can be overcome
to some extent.

Given the selected analytical methods, are the results compatible
with the requirements of program GRSIZE? The remaining sections outline
these requirements in detail.

PROGRAM GRSIZE 

Program GRSIZE uses the statistical moment measures to calculate
the parameters mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. The
input for the program can be either grainsize analysis results, classified
sets of values of any variables, or sets of values of any variables.

The experimental methods used to obtain the grainsize data may
be any combination of 1) sieving the gravel fraction, 2) sieving, or
using a settling tube for, the sand fraction and 3) using the pipette or
hydrometer method for the mud (silt plus clay) fraction. With this input
the program also determines the gravel, sand, silt and clay percentages.
All class intervals with mid-points greater than 8 phi units (or less
than 0.003 mm) are included in the clay fraction. Percentages of the
sample in each class interval and the corresponding mid-point are also
given in this case.

Graphical output consists of the frequency curve and cumulative
curve on the lineprinter or plotter as required. With sets of unclassified
values, the values are classified if these plots are required. The
statistical parameters, together with fraction percentages if the data
are from grainsize analyses, may also be punched on data cards.

Examples of input and output of the program are given in a later
section, and the program is listed in Appendix 4.

. Isogram Options 

The following explanatory notes will aid in the use of the
options available with grainsize analyses when using program GRSIZE.

Extrapolations 

If the mud fraction is analysed by pipette or hydrometer, and
if the interval boundaries are in phi units, the remaining mud at the end
of the analysis may be extrapolated. This extrapolation is based on the
sum of digits method and each extrapolated interval is one phi unit.
The size limit for the extrapolations is specified by-the user.

If the mud fraction is not analysed, and the interval boundaries
of the other fractions are in phi units, the same automatic extrapolation
of the total mud weight is carried out if required.
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Extrapolation of the total gravel, sand or mud fractions is also
carried out, if required, over any range, with any number of intervals,
and in any units of measurement. This may be applied to the mud remaining
after analysis, if the above automatic extrapolation is not convenient.
Again the sum of digits method is used, but here the boundaries of the
extrapolated intervals must be specified.

Sheppard's Corrections 

Sheppard's corrections are made on the statistical narameters
if all the class intervals are equal and the interval size specified, and
if the skewness is between -0.5 and +0.5.

Graphical Output 

Cumulative and frequency curves may be plotted on the line
printer or plotter. The plots on the line printer have an accuracy of
+ 0.5% and on the plotter 0.05%, but output is about ten times faster on
the line printer. The plotting subroutines, QUIKPLOT (line printer) and
AUTOnOT (plotter), are library service programs for use with the CDC 3600
Computer at CSIRO Canberra. With unequal class intervals, the frequency
curve is scaled as explained in a previous section.

When the frequency curve is obtained on the line printer, the
summary statistics are printed below the graph. In this way the output
for one sample fits onto one output page, unless the cumulative curve is
also required when the output will be two pages. All other graphical
options produce the statistics in normal format.

Use of phi units makes the scaling of the plots ideal. However,
if untransformed measurements such as millimetres are used for the interval
boundaries, the frequency plot often is virtually unreadable in the section
corresponding to the mud fraction. Consequently, if required, the interval
mid-points, xi, are transformed by,

x.^-log x., to produce a more convenient plot.e

This transformation will also produce a plot which has the coarser
sizes to the left, as is normal with grainsize plots. If untransformed
measurements not in phi units are used, the curves will not conform
to this convention.

Options with Sets of Readings 

If plots are required for a set of unclassified data, the size
of the class interval to be used to classify the readings may be given
by the user. If this is not supplied, the readings will be classified
according to a class interval of 0.3 standard deviations.

Although not relevant to grainsize results, the method of
obtaining an unbiased estimate of the variance, as previously outlined,
is used with classified or unclassified sets of readings.



USE OF PROGRAM-GRSIZE 

The program is written in ANSI FORTRAN language except for the
use of two branched logical IF statements. There are four data card
types and these are explained below. The sectiondescribing program .

GRSIZE should clarify this section and detailed examples of input and
Output are given later.

Columns^Description of Requirements (leave blank l if not applicable;
right-justify2 unless specified as decimal).

5
^

0 : to end program.

1 : if data from grain-size results and settling tube not used.

2 : if data from grain-size- results_and settling tube used.

3 if data are an unclas6ifiedset - ofreadings.

4 : if data are a classified'set of readings.-

6 - 10

11 - 15

16 - 20

21 - 25

26-30

31-35

Number of gravel readings.

Number of readings with sand fraction.

Number of readings with mud fraction.

Number of class interval boundaries with grain-size results
or a classified set of readings. The value here is equal
to the number of readings on Card Type B.
Number of readings with a set of unclassified readings

Grain-size lower limit in phi units for automatic
extrapolation of mud fraction. The total weight (or
percentage) of mud must be entered in Card Type C if the
whole of the mud fraction is to be extrapolated.

Number of class intervals for extrapolation of total gravel
weight (or percentage). Boundaries of extrapolation intervals
must be supplied on Card Type B, and total weight (or
percentage) given on Card Type C.

36 - 40^Number of class intervals for extrapolation of total sand
weight (or percentage). Enter intervals and weight as above.

1
A blank has the same effect as 0 or 0.0.

2 This means as the input value is an integer, the integer must be placed
at the right-hand end of the columns allocated for this input.
If the input is required as a decimal number this value can be placed
anywhere in the columns allocated for it, and the decimal point must
be included.
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Columns

41 - 45

Description

 

Number of class intervals for extrapolation of total mud
weight (or percentage) or weight of mud remaining after
analysis. This can only be relevant if cols. 26-30 are blank.
Boundaries of extrapolated intervals must be given on Card
Type B. Weight (or percentage) is entered on Card Type C if
the total amount of mud is to be extrapolated. This weight
is not entered if the mud remaining after pipette or
hydrometer analysis is to be extrapolated, nless the mud
has been split or added to (see Card Type

automatically

^

50^1 : if output on punched cards is required.

^

60^1 : if variable format cards are to be placed before data
Card Types B and D, either to read the data in unusual format
or to select certain fractions (such as, the sand fraction
only) for independent analysis. For repeated similar
analyses no further variable format cards are required.

^

65^Single digit numbering type of punched output card. The
digit is punched in column 11 of the output card.

^66 - 75
^

Size of class intervals if, and only if, all claes intervals
are equal. Enter the width as a decimal number.

Card Type B 

The class interval boundaries are placed on these cards, each
boundary being entered as a decimal number in a field of eight. Therefore,
ten boundaries are entered per data card, unless the digit 1 has been
entered in column 60 on Card Type A.

The boundaries, in any units are entered in order with the upper
boundary of the coarsest size interval entered first. For unclassified
sets of readings the readings are entered on these cards.

Card Type C 

^

Columns^Description of Requirements (leave blank if not applicable;
right-justify unless specified as decimal).'

Enter WT1 (see below) as a decimal number.

Enter WT2 (see below) as a decimal number.

Enter WT3 (see below) as a decimal number.

The amounts of the gravel, sand, and mud fractions used in
grainsize analysis are either:

(a)
^

represented by percentages and the analyses are alone on any
amount of each fraction. In this case, WTI, WT2, and WT3 are
the percentages of the gravel, sand and mud fractions
respectively.

1 - 10

11 - 20

21 - 30
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(b )

^

a result of splitting, or adding to, the fractions as required
(see Section 4)0 Here WT1, WT2 and WT3 are the original weight
of the gravel, sand and mud fractions respectively which have
been split or added to.

(o)^the total weight of each fraction in the original sample. In
this case,

(i) WT1 is not entered

(ii)WT2 is not entered, unless the settling tube has.been used,
and then WT2 is equal to the total weight of sand in the
original sample.

and (iii) W23 is not entered, unless the hydrometer is used to analyse
the mud fraction and the first reading does not represent
the total weight of .mud. If this is the case, WT3 equals
the total weight of mud.in the original sample.

31 - 40^Alphanumeric sample - number.which- does - not - need to be
right-justified.

45^1 : if the next analysis is different. That is, if a
different Card Type A is needed'for . the - next sample.

2 : if this analysis is on a set of unclassified -readings
and the next analysis is - the-same.

: if this analysis is on anyset of data (except a set of
unclassified readings), and the next analysis is the same.

48^blank: if no graphical output is required.

1 : for frequency curve on line printer with associated
results.

2 : for frequency and cumulative curves on the line printer
with associated results.

3 : for frequency curve on the plotter and printed output.

4 : for frequency and cumulative curves on the plotter plus
printed output.

5 : for (0 frequency and cumulative curves on line printer
and associated results.

(ii)frequency and cumulative curves on the plotter
and

(iii)normal printed output.

51^1 : if the mid-points are to be transformed - to minus the
natural log to give more readable graphical output.

The remainder of Card Type C is blank unless the hydrometer
method is used.

52 - 60^Average specific gravity of the sample as a decimal number.

(CV
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Column

61 - 70

75

80

Description

If the mud weight is split before analysis with the
hydrometer, and if the first reading does not represent the
total weight of mud in the sample, enter the weight of the
split used in the analysis as a decimal number.

1 : if the first hydrometer reading is taken to represent the
total weight of mud being analysed.

: if the hydrometer used is calibrated in grams of mud
per litre.

2 : if the hydrometer used is calibrated in grams per ml
density.

Card Type D

Either observations from grainsize analyses or the frequencies
with classified sets of readings are placed on this card type. These
data values are entered in the order corresponding to the interval
boundaries on Card Type B. That is, with grainsize results, the first
reading entered corresponds to the coarsest grainsize interval. Each
value must be entered as a decimal number in a field of eight, unless
variable formats are used (see Card Type A, Column 60).

With graineize data, the units of these observations depend on
the analytical methods used. With sieving these are the weight of sample
on each sieve and with the settling tube they are either measurements
from a graph or automatic digital readings. When using the pipette
methods the observations are the weights of the dried 20 ml. aliquote
(minus any dispersant weight if the remaining mud is to be extrapolated),
and with the hydrometer method the corrected hydrometer readings are used.

There is no Card Type D with sets of unclassified readings.

Deck Structure 

Fig. 8 shows the structure of the data deck to be used with
program GRSIZE. The method of incorporating sets of data, whether
repetitions of the same type of analysis or the addition of data from
a completely new type of analysis, is also given.

From this layout it can be seen that the most advantageous way
of setting up data sets is to group together all the results which would
require the same information on Card Type A. If this is done for
grainsize data or classified sets of readings, each group then only
requires one Card Type A and one set of cards with Card Type B format.
Each group of unclassified sets of readings would require only one Card
Type A.

The structure of a complete job deck for running program
ORS= with the CDC 3600 Computer at CSIRO in Canberra is given in
Fig. 9.
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PROGRAM INPUT AND OUTPUT EXAMPLES 

The input for four examples is shown on data sheets in Fig. 100
The type of analysis and the options required for these are indicated below.

Example= 1(.1.1.bla_18 A.)
This is an example of a grainsize analysis where the gravel was

sieved (eight readings), the sand was analysed with a settling tube
(twenty one readings), and the pipette method was used with the mud
fraction (eight readings). Neither the gravel nor the mud fraction had
been split or added to and the total weight of sand in the sample was
61.044 grams. The twenty one readings for the sand fraction were measured
from the graphical output shown in Fig. 7.

The options which have been requested are: automatic extra-
polation of the remaining mud down to 14 phi; plotted cumulative curves

3) and frequency curves (Fig. 2), plus the normal printed output
Fig. 11); and punched card output (Fig. 10). The mean, standard
deviation, skewness, and kurtosis plus the percentage gravel, sand, mud,
silt, and clay are punched on this card.

Example 2 (HYDROMETER)

This is another example of a grainsize analysis, but here both
the gravel and sand were sieved and the mud was analysed by the hydrometer
method. The mud fraction had been split from 170.0 grams to 66.0 grams
before analysis, the hydrometer was calibrated in gm/c.c., and the first
hydrometer reading was not taken to represent the total Weight of mud
being analysed.

With this analysis the options selected were plotted frequency
curves (Fig. 12) and cumulative curves (Fig. 13) with the grainsizes
gransformed by taking logarithms to the base e; and the normal printed
output (Fig. 11). Although the class interval size was given, Sheppard's
corrections were not carried out as the skewness was greater than 0.5.

Example 3 . (EXA1IFLE 1)

Here the data are a selected set of readings classified into
18 class intervals. The output options are again the frequency (Fig. 14)
and cumulative curves plus the normal printed output (Fig. 11). The
variance has been recomputed to the unbiased estimate and the parameters
have been corrected using Sheppard's corrections.

Example LI_ (THOSPHATE 1)

A set of 28 readings of phosphate levels - of Broad Sound
sediments - is used here to illustrate the analysis of an unclassified
set of readings. The normal printed output is shown in Fig. 11. Again
the variance is unbiased and Sheppard's corrections have been made.

As the cumulative and frequency curves were requested and no
class interval size was given, the readings were classified with an
interval size of 0.3 standard deviations. The resulting frequency
curve is shown in Fig. 15.
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6 7 0^0'^., 7300 8 2 0 - 0 400^0 4 0 0^0 0 5 50 -^0

all^l

I 0 20^0
• ll,jI

....11^t•Al^l^1
650^0 97 0 -^0 630 0 750 ̂0 . 520 ̂0 560^0 800 0 390-0

CARD TYPE 'C':
.11^1

PHOSPHATE^I 4
A^A^I^1

L .^11^11 1.131.11.

:1^II

11 111'

1411^111

1^111111.1

L.111114^I

.

, I^.^ll

.—^—

1^111
1

I^11511^it

. l̂. il^ll
I

141.11141_J

1111^111i^IIi1

L 1^l^1 III'^I^4111•

1
1^11111 • AAAAAAA
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ENO MO^MB II= MN IIIIII 111•11^MI NM MI INN^11111111 MI MI MI 111111

FIG II-PRINTED OUTPUT OF PROGRAM GRSIZE
SAMPLE^NO..^71635018^A
SIEVING FOR ORA9EL,SET1'LINO^TuBE FDR SAND,PiRETTE FOR MUD
MUD RESULTS EXTRAPOLATED TO 14Pmi
UNCORRECTED PARAMETERS
PERCENT^GRAVEL^P^33.007^PERCENT^sAND^•^46;688^PERCENT MUD^.
PERCE..7^FREQUENCIES

20,306(cLATx • 6,577)

3,3231 8.1851 11.8455 1,4945 2.5048 1.7109 2,3480 1,5946
1,0149 0.4833 0.6766 1,6916 1.0633 1,3049 0,9666 1.1116
1,1116 0.0700 0.8216 1.9816 .^5.5097 - 7.7329 515097 2,9965
2,9965 3,4798 2.5132 2.8515 3,4034 2.9063 1,7591 1.9020
1,9503 1.7973 1.4914 2.6953 _1,3563 1.0172 0,6781 0,3391

1410-POINTS
-5.0000 .3,7500 -2.7500 -2.1250 -1,8750 -1.6250 -1,3750 -1.1250
-0,8750 -0.6250 -0.3750 -0.1250 -^0.'1250 r1,3750 0,6250 0,8750
1,1250 1,3750 1,6250 1.8750 2,1250 2.3750 2,6250 2,8750
3,1 7 50 3.3750 3.6250 3.8750 4.2500 4,7501 5,2500 5.75on
6,5001 7.5000 8.5000 9,5000 10,5000 11.5113 12,5000 13,5000

MEAN • 1,A(233
vARIANOE • 15,1675
STO,DEv, • 3.8946
SKEKNRSS . 0.4606
KuRTOSIS • -0.0024

SAMPLE^NO,:^HTDROmETER
516911/40 FOR^GRA9EL,SiEvIND^roR
UNCORRECTED RARA4ETERs
PERCE , T onAvEL^•^7.628^PERCENT
RERGEN'T FREQUENCIES

5AND,HTDR0mETER FOR 4 un

5AI:3^•^22.121^PERcFNT^.JD^: 7 0.251rCiAT% =^1.7G6)

0,5207
22,4719

MID-POINTS

1.4794
5.1192 58.:23N

5.7113
13.65 11

3.0497
6,8256

2,3803
1 .7,.23#3

5,0457

::::::

5,9341
1.7064

5. 71 3.795o 2.1200 000^ ,60501,0600 !1,4000 6.1115
0.0660 1.0530 0.0440 0.0370 0.0310 '7.0103 0,00780,0078 0.0340

PEA'^•
vARIP.CE^•

0.3424

7.U(40STD.DEV.^•
SKEwNESS^• 3,7216
KuRToS/S^• 16.4022

sAmPLF^NO,. EXAMPLE^1
PARAKETERs rROm CLASSIFIED sET OF READINGS
CORRECTED PA9A4ETERS
vARIA'CE uNRIAsED
MEAN^•^67,6976
VARIA ,CE •^7.3228
8TD.DEv, • 2.7061
SosEwNFSs •^- 0.1141
KURTOSIS •^-0,0976

5AP1PL ; No,^RJ-ISP4A1E1
PARAMETERS cROl SET OF pEADINGS
CORRECTED 0ARA 4 ETERS
vARIArCE uNBIASED
MEAN^•^690.5714
vARIANCE • 33634,9206
STD,DRv. •^183.3983

SIEINESS^-0.0318
KURTOSIS •
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APPENDIX I 

Stokes' Law

( c5' — ) 9 z
Where^7 time of fall in secs.

viscosity of water in poise (at T °C)

= density of quartz in gm/c.c.

ft relative density in gm/c.c. (at T °C)

C4 = grain-size diameter in ems.

9 . Acceleration due to gravity in cm/Bec 2 .

Temperature 18 '77 oc,
(&--/C0 9

18 .0001174

19 .0001145

20 .0001114

21 .0001091

22 .0001065

23 .0001040

24 .0001016

25 .00009951

TIMINGS FOR PIPETTE READINGS
^ 1

Diameter^h
(phi)^(ems)

Diameter
(cms)

oC^20o18^C 22 o C 24°C

4.0 20 .00625 Initial reading at 20 sec (represents total mud)

20 .00442 2 in^Os^1 in 54 s 1 m 49 s 1 in 44s

RE - STIR SAMPLE

5.0 10 .00313 2m^Os^1 m 54 s 1 m 49 s 1 m 44 s^II

5.5 10 .00221 4m^Os^3 m 48 s 3 m 38 s 3 m 28 s

6.0 10 .00156 8 m^2s^7 m 38 s 7 m 18 s 6 m 58 s^II

7.0 10 .000782 32 in^Os^30 in 22 s 29 in^2 s 27 in 41^s

8.0 10 .000391 2 hr 8m^2hr^1 m lhr 56 in 1hr 51 m^II

9.0 10 .000195 8 hr 35m^2hr^8 in 7hr 47 in 7hr 25 m
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APPENDIXII

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RMR SETTLING TUBE 

1. Remove sizes greater than 2 mm (-1 phi) and less than 0.0625 mm
(4 phi) by wet sieving.

2. split off approximately 2 g of this sample.

3. Wet sponge with distilled water.

4. Sprinkle sample evenly over the wire mesh and wet sample by pushing
mesh on to the sponge.

5. Ensure the average temperature of the water at the top and bottom of
the tube is between 20°C and 22° C0

6. Use only distilled water in tube and ensure tube is completely toppedtp.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Switch on both wall mounted switches.

2. Depress 'power' switch on recorder and wait a few seconds.

3,^Insert paper and depress 'chart' switch.

4. Depress 'servo' switch and adjust to approximate starting position
with the two 'zero' knobs. (DO NOT TOUCH VERNIER KNOBS - X VERNIER
KNOB AFFECTS SWEEP RATE AND MUST BE KEPT IN THE FULLY CLOCKWISE
POSITION)

5. Press 'pen' switch and adjust pen to exact start position with the two
'zero' knobs.

6. If necessary test ink level using 'start' and 'reset' buttons - if
needed fill through hole in drum.

7. Press 'pen' switch to lift pen from paper.

8. Set sweep rate on 5, 10, or 20 depending on grain-size range expected
and range expected and range on convenient (usually 1) setting for
amount of vertical movement.

9. Rotate wire mesh on to tube mouth with a smooth even movement (too fast
disturbes the water; too slow starts recorder prematurely).

10. After sufficient time has been allowed for the 4 phi sized particles to
fall (about three minutes on sweep rate setting 10), press 'servo' switch,

11. Lift wire mesh from tube.

12. Press 'servo' again.

13. Repeat for next sample after any finer particles have fallen.

14.^Sediment should be cleared from the sample collecting pan (with the
moveable rod at the base of the tube) regularly. If the 'servo' switch
is on when this cleared the right-hand zero knob will have to be turned
quickly clockwise TO AVOID POSSIBLE DAMAGE TO THE RECORDER.

11
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APPENDIX III

Sweep Rate Setting
on BMR Recorder

Actual Sweep Rate

2 0.73 +^.01 sec/cm

5 1.83 + .04 sec/cm

10 3.65 + .04 sec/cm

20 7.30 + .04 sec/cm

DISTANCES OF PEN TRAVEL CORRESPONDING TO DIMETER OF STANDARD
QUARTZ GRAINS

Diameter
(microns)

Diameter
(phi units)

Time of fall
(secs)

Distance in cms for sweep
rate setting of 10

2000 -1.0 7.4 2.03

1680 -0.75 8.2 2.25

1410 -0.5 9.1 2.49

1190 -0.25 10.1 2.77

1000 0.0 11.6 3.18

840 0.25 13.3 5.64

710 0.5 15.4 4.22

590 0.75 18.0 4.93

500 1.0 21.5 5.89

420 1.25 25.5 7.00

350 1.5 30.0 8.22

300 1.75 35.0 9.60

250 2.0 42.2 11.55

210 2.25 50.0 13.70

177 2.5 60.0 16.44

149 2.75 71.5 19.59

125 3.0 85 23.3

105 3.25 100 27.3

88 3.5 117 32.0

74 3.75 140 38.3

62.5 4.0 175 47.9

This sweep rate setting of 10 is the most convenient as the
output page is 38 cm wide.
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APPENDIX 11/

0

C.
.

.^pRoGRAm^74RSIZE
THIS^PRDGRAH^..!SES^STATISTIZAL^mOmENT^mEAsuRES^T) CaL7JLATE^T-1E^PARAmETERS,

MEAN,STANpARD DEvI4TION 1 SKE4NqRS^AND KuRTDSIS FRlm -

4

.

.
:
.
.

^

(1)^DRANSIZE^RESULTS
^t21^CLASSIFIED^SETS^OF^vALUE$^OF^vARIAALt,5

^

AND(3)^SETS^or^VALUES^OF^vARIA -dLES
tHE^ExPERI4E:47AL^mETRODS USED^TO^ORTAIN^THE^:.;RAINSIZ^PE3JLIS^44v^RE^AVv

C COMBINATiON^or^-
67 0

.
111^SINING^T.RE^GRAVEL^F1ACTI1N 7. I —

4 C
(2) SFIVIVG^OR^SETTI !N^U^ OG TB 

W
E 4ITH THE SA^FRAC71):4 9 .4

(3) PIPETTE^om^HYDROMETER^+m^T41F^muU(sILT.CLAY)^:T(ON •
10— C iiNE i CRAINSI7^RESULTS^ARE^A1ALYSE1.TmE^PERCE%T4DeS^Jr^G4AvEL,SAND.SILT /0

.. AND CLAY^ARE^ALS :^DFTERHINED /I
17 : CUmJLATIvE^FRFOuFNCy'AND^FttE1uENCY^PLOTS.ON^EIT-irt4^T•E^LINE-PRINTER^OR
12 C POTTER,FOR^ANY^;:LTA^SET^MAY^ALSO^HE^ORTAINED
14 DIHERSI)\,^185t1unS,14E011(11D), 0 T5t101),RDW.1J(130),JF -34:otio),111(10
is 1),Npit4)
Ls REAL^<URI

: REAn CARD TYPE^A
16

18

-19

1.0^READ160 4 2 (n WYPE, ,Vit.'40,`4C.V.01P 'E,14 .:RAV,ISAVI. 1"■n4 NO:JR), IS 1 LY,'IC
101CLINT)

17

fa

20^FORIAT(1.'5,5), ,15,4x,A1,F15.5)
/0n

21 IFOOTPEpElJi-440^TO^1451 . 20

22 .71..14Pe2
21

23 IF1'JYPE.NE.31^GD^To^5n
11

7, 24 30^FICA0[60, 4 ))(107 5(1),I=1. ,4)
12

„ 25 40^FCPMAT1PF4)
,

25
26 GO^TO^12:.

; 17 C REAn^CARD^TI, F,^:.1
74

. 28 50^IFI4SOLY.EO,t1^CO^To^7.(1
7?

20 _ READ(60,50y jr0Q4
18

19
; 30 '60 FoRmAT(1:A?)
.,.E

X

31 REA0(609JF3R6!)490UNO(1)6(:16'4)
30
.11

32 GC^TO^90
t,:. 0 70^READ(6);):.I).It1.N)

J?

1., 3453 80^FoRmAT^(10FR..) 

90^00^111.1;
34

26 irt3OUNIDtI-11.nT.ROUI1l^co^To^ii , n
15
36

^pToSlp 1 :Aizst 7::;u%D(I-1)-ROJ .:13!))/20040(I-11
J^
1 27

38
1.00^PTS(1-11:AESt^.Ot.r.Dc I-1.)-F41_3% ,-)(^) )/2.1•10:;N1J(1)

.18

44 11.6^CONTIsKJE
: READ CARD^TypE 40

120^READ(60,13r)^.11, 4 I2, 0 T344ro.(2),4j 3 :( 1).NPET.1HR,F,LN,,cP3R4v,HiwT, il
42 •A4.

93
ITOT,AWYDRO

13.0^FoRRAT(3F1;',6,AA.A2.15.213.F 9 ,n,F12 6 04215) 4S
46 I1(v7vPE,E,3)^Gn^TO^59' 46

N4N-1
140^44A4Na.N:

47

44 IFtNTY'PE.E:)co)^N12N
18

30
se : READ CARD TYPE^p
SI IF(NSOLY.E:.L)^01^TO^171

SO
SI

34 I1(JUmP,EQ.3)^sn^T0^160 52
READ(60 1 150)^1 1 m 53

150^1OR1AT(1CAS) 54
ss^ 160^READ(6091)E , S(!),17.1,v0) 55

5656 GO^TO^19C
170^READ160118DwRs(1),1=1,y0)^. ST

a. 100 FORMAT^(10F0.0 58
51 190^IF(4TYRE.E2,41^Gn To^513 31

C

DETERmi4E^4EIGmT^FREQUENCY^coRRPSPWJOINI.^To^EAc-4^1 ITEPYAL^MID - P)14T
FOR^GRAVEL^FR4CTION 71n007

60



8

19
I/
12
13

IS
16
17
18
19
n
21

r.^22
;^27 ^

24
a LS

• 2?^
2•

6 m
=,.^JO
E^31
2 ”

23
!^34

n
8^54

37
3.1

29

II
40

42

64

47

50
SI
S2
SI
24

14
17
58
58
40

MN MN MI IMO MI^=I^n11^MN^MI^I=^111111^=I

-^101040,0
200^IF(NA,EQ.0)^210,220
210^(F(NGRAV,ED,O)^GO^TO^250

MO NM NM NM

NEXT41
CALL ExTRAA(NGR4VLwTi.FREOu.4E4T)
GO TO 25C 4

220 Irtel.Ei3O 101 GO TO 230 S. .
NA0A1
44944NA 7
NSRLIO 8
CALL SPLITMA0,NR0,MT1OR5.FRE1U.NSPLI 9
GO TO 250

10
230 DO 240 JalsNA 1/

FREOu(J) 11 03ScJ/ -^

12
240 CONTINJE 13
OETERNINE^wfIGHT FREQUENCIES FOR^SIEVED SAND FRACTION

_250 T0TS 4 0,0 15'
IFIN8,E0,0)^260.27n

260^IFINSAND,EC,c,^GO^TO^300 17
NExT 4 1 IS
CALL^Ex1'CARcNSAND,w72,1RE0) 1 NEKT) 19
GO^TO^SOC

20
270^/F(NTTRE.E3.2)^GO^To^410 21

NAQ.NA41, ---.--------

-^22
NOOsNA*N8 2.5

---IF(021E2.0.01^GO^TO 280 24
CALL^SRLIT(NA1,NR0,4172.088.FHEOU4NSIDLT 25
GO^TO^SOO 26

280^DO^290^.1•N4Q.;90 17
AS4747NORAV
FREQUIJNS)408StJ)

290 CORTINUE
C^OETERHINE WEIGHT FREQUENCIES FOR 4WD FRACTION 31

300^IF(NC,EQ.01^31 0 ,320 32
310_1F01HuO,EQ,0)^GO^T3 4140 33.^.

34NtXT4NA•NB44GRAv.1
IF(NTYRE.E0.2)^NEXT2NE8T-I 35
CALL^EXTRAR(h , 1.10.wT3,FRE0U.NEXT) 36
GO TO 450 3732o^NAGANA*N8•1 31
NBOANA.N844O
IF(S0GRAV.EO.C.0)^GO TO 130 -^.^-

IC
OALL HTD00 41 (0440,N80003.SPGRAV.NOTORO.NTTRE,NT0T,NSwT,NsAND,083,FR 41
160U,NGRAW,N110) - —42
IF(NPIRE,E0,0)^440,360 4.7

-330 DD 34C JAN400,80 44
085(J) 409SIJI 4,50.0 Is
cokitrIVE 46
VINMUD.E0101^GO TO 350 47
WT009SIN30I 48
NExT4,483*NGRAV
IF(N1TPE,E0,2)^NEXT2NExT-1

0118008 "

CALL EXT9,49(N".U001T,rREOU,NEXT)
GO TO 370

350 IF(N9I9E.E0.01 GO TO 370 
360 CALL PIPETTEIN130,N7,RTS,FREOU,08S,NRPE,C,HT3. ISA -WT -GRAV.N.NTTRE
1.90UND) 
IFOIC,EQ,O.AND.wT3,NE.0,0) •00 TO 4S0
IFISRGRAV,NE.0,01 00 TO 440 

37o HA0RNAQ.41.
• DO  390 JoNi0.%00

IF(NTYRE,E0,2) GO TO 380
JNSo.J.NSANDONGRAV



7REQU(JN5•1)AODS(J*11+0B5(.0
IE(rREOUWN5.11.LT.0.01^FREQU(JN5-1)•0.0
GO TO 190'

2 350 JNSAJANGRAP
FRE21.1(4.A5fg14(11.4f11..00S(J)
1E(FREQUWN5.2).LT.003) FREOUIJNS*2/01,0

390 CONTINUE
If(WT3.E2.0.03^GO^TO 440

7 NAOANA0-1 7

A. INNTYPE.E0.21^NAO:NA0-1
215o1INGO-1
Irt4TYRE.E0.2)^91RO2NB0-1 10

IFINRIPE.NE 1 0)^N8GAN130+42 3 1

12 DO^400^JmN20.%P0 17

ASAJANSANDANGRAV Ii
14 FREOU(JNS)AFREOu(JNS)*NT3/0RS(NA+NR•11 11

15 - 400,C0N/IN1E 15

If GO TO 440 lb

C DETERmINE WEIGRT FREQUENCIES FOR^SAND FACTION AlALYSED 4ITA^SET%PiG TJBE 17

Ts 410 NAQ•NA•1 /A

)2 9d80•NA•N5
n

t,^v _
IF(.02.EG.O.1)^w'21.0
DO^420^J&NAG,.*Ro

30

n 0BS(J)•03S(.1).w72/08SIN4+N31 22
420 cONTINUE 73 .

N 9S0SNS.1.2 2J

DO 430 PINAGOE1 0
26 .1NsAJ•NGRAy
27 FREOUCJN5-114S(J1n085(J-1) 77

IF(FREOU(.1\5-1),LT.0.0)^FREOJI.INS-1)N0.0 28

n 430 CONTINUE 29

30 Ji(NC,E0.04^310.320 30

31 C DETERmINE TOTAL C:F wElOwT FREOUENCIES AND THEN GR4vEL,SAVD.4UU^AND 31

72 : CLAY PERCENTAGES, 32

8^33 440^IF(NC,EQ.0.Aum,AiT3.4E.0,01^GO^TO^360 33

!.^14
a.^3S

450 T0T40,0
IECNPIPE.215.0)^NoNeRZ

14

O^n Do 440 jAloi 14

27 TOTATOTAFREOu(J) 3?

31 460 CONTINUE 78

IFINGRAY.4 1 U1^ToTGA.T1 39

IF; 644,EQ.0)^GO^TO^451
41 DO 470 01044

TO-ff4T0T'd•FREQ0-f-.11 42

se 470^CONTINUE 41

44 450^IF(48,E0.0)^GO^TO^500
ss .104,44449oN0R4v 45

44
JA414.4•46Riob•t

se DO^490^JA.JA,-.7§ 19

TO132TO15AFREOU(J) 19

490 CONTINUE 50

SI J00^1FINSAND.NE.01^TOT5s4T2 51

TOTMITOT-13T6-TOTS 52

TOTWOT5 41 100.0/TOT Si

AA T0TO4TOTGo100.0/TOT 54

ss TOT12TOT 4 •100,0/TOT 35

TOT5150- .5 56

.^s2 IFINC I E0.04 AND9NPIPE.E0.01^5101520 57

Si 11-10Y IFINC.EQ.O.AND,N4UO.E0.01^GO^TD:60 313

st 5Z0^If(45,E0,0)^J340' 59

40 JBANSAND•JI3•1.
1,(9T5(J31.0T,3.01^GO^10^540 0119009 6°
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DO 530 JEJR,N
EJ^w.,p,s.iFix(pTs(J).1000.01

2^
530 g! ■4gLI,LE.3) GO To 571 1

:^ TOT:400 
4^ GO TO 64•
s^540 (JO 550 .18.4,P.
I^ iF(IFiX(PT51.11),3E.81 G01) 5n
7 ^550 CONTINuE 
I^560 TO3ts0,0
g^ TOTSI:TOTH
10^ GO TO 64C
II^ 570
I2^ 00 sod ItJp..1
ll^ TOTSIS1'31SI9r4E0(t) 
14^ SOO CO:iTINJE
If 101'S14T0TS1 441;.0.:/TOT
16^ tOTC4,01'4f'eff
17^ GO TO 64,
IN^ : DETEQmile TOTAL 0.71 FRE1104:1ES FOP SITS 00 PEA;)11,S
IP^ 590 OC 430 

FRE1J(J; 2 1, -:.^20
r.^21^ _ 600 CCTIsIJE

4 23^:x T3^n
TorgrIT; g00- n

1:^24^ OLJ DC 62: J.1,%
o^IS ^rPEDJ(J)zUJ)
= u^ 620 CONThwE
Z n^ T0Tg1,0

211^ DC 63:
41^79^ •^TOTNTCT.DSJJ)
1^_

630 CONTi%JEli^30
niO4p4:L PAQA"ETEQ rP )47011 ,1 STARTS  $i,, RF:

u^32^ : °VW. FIST If:ILR 41 4 FN1S MIDJT TAE 5;;I ;IN
E^33..^640 5U', 1•:,0
7^:A^ Su'2:7,0
a'^n^ SU63.0.0
.;^n^ SUP,4m5,0r^37 ^nO 650 .nr1, 

"^ SUMIRSJMI,FOF :L(./5 0 PTS(J)
79^ SU32GSJ42g6TS(Jigg2gg-RF0u(J)
m^ SU'OnSu33g0TS(J)••3•FRE3u(JS
41^ SU"140SU4g4PTSIJ)44941-PEOULI)
47^ 650 CONTMJE
If^ SW11'5041/1'01
m^ SlimfeSom2/ToT
43^ SUM3ISW13/TOT
44^ SUm44SU1l0/T1T
47 ^C CO!?,17E FIRST F00 mOmENTS 440)T T4E mig,,
gs^ RSU41.45tP1-
0 ^RSu42•SU42•Sul...2 
SO^ PSU,32SLIv3•3. •Simi•s1PH2+2,0 4 SJ"1*.3

, gl^ RSU4AgSjv4.4,.*SJml•SUm3g6,0•SJI1gg2•Sp47-3,Jgsi-Igg4
32^ C C0y:F{.1TE jialAgr6 SEC040 m0 4 E7T Ago(JTc11,AN
5:^ ng0 
34^ IF(NTYPE,CO,3.0R.NTYPE,E0,4) 660,670
SS ^660 RSuA2gRSm2g1':JT,(T0T-1,1) 

F.^ INYwk
------^

so
37^ C  OBTAIN STANO:RO DEvIATION,SKE,NEss MO Au4TOSIS

C5—^34^ 670 5 7 DEVs50R 7 (45.1 4 2)
gg ^SKE4:450,3/5T7Evg.3
m^ KURT:PSU'42P5:T2..2.3,0

IF(CL14T.Eo,0.0.0 14,NTTPE,E0,3) 0010650

-1

1

4

6
7

9

is
11

17

3 9

41

3.1
Is

4/

-28
-19
50
51
52
53
54

55
56
SY

SO

SI

3iI Oifl 6°



IF(CLINT.E:J,0.0) GO TO 680

^

Li ,^IF(SKE4,ST.0.5.0R.SKEw.0.-0.3) G3 T;) hAo
. COiRECI 'OMENTS .:SING SHEPAROS CO4REC11lal^I

^2^ NN441^ 2

^

2^ _RS012.1,451,!la-CLINT.•2/12,0^ 3

^

4^ PSUMAIRSL/.14.CLINI4.426PSUM2140.CLI/1,16■4417.0/240,0^ 4
^s^ STDE.y4STtRS1,12)^ s

• KURT4RSU'4/RST-2.42-3,0

^

7 ^C SWITCH CONTROL 0515E4DING ON DATA TYPE ANO PLOTS r:ETAREO

^

A^ 680 IFOITYRE.E0.3.4N0,4GRAF.E0.0) GO To 71„)
t IF(NTYPE.E;.4.4N).NGRAF,E0.0) 10 To 713
50
1)
12

IFI41YPE.EO,31CALL^TYPE3(PTS.V,OLUJ.STDE.V.4x,.rRE'W)
;^ADJUST FRETJENCIi.iS^TO^A^PERCEvTAG^,4 ASIS

DO^690^Im1.N

io
II
12

13 690^FREOLUI1 4 F4E2(t) 410.0/TOT 13.^.^._._
14 Ir(NaAF,NE'.131^710,710 14
15 700^CALL^CRPL . OTIP4M.FRECr:00JUO.'4. ,2 TS.PSJM1,ST:)EV,S c W,A)RT,TDrIi,T)TS, IS
16 ITOTSI,TOTC,G;AF,OLl'AT,NITYPE,L7 78
17 IFIVTYRE,E:.3)^NtN.NO _ 17
IS 710^IF(vGRAF.E0.1,0R,NrGRAF.E0.2)^SJ^TO^138() ,8
l9 WRITE(61.7(C)^N1P 4 (?),NlP1 13/ 19
m ---M^1ORmAT(Ix/13H SA'IPLE r0.2^.A4,0) 20
II IF(JJ4P.F0.7)^Go^TO^131 P
22 IF(ITYRE.E0.1)^wRI'E(61,730) 72
23 730^FoPlAT^(33w . PLr“ciETEPS^rR. 04^SET^(!,^pr.AHPILIS^) 7.1
24 IF1NTE,E:.4)^*RITE161,7401 7-1
2 3 740^FORMAT^(44k^pzR4 .4ETE4S^FROM^CLASSY- FD^SIT^or .3:.401NIs^) :.:
26 IFOIN9.E:t1}^>0^TO^1240 n.
27 0^PRINT^OJT^TYPE^6F^FxPFRImF'ITAL^'ET-40D^USED :'7

28 ' IF(NTYPE.E0.11^750,940 IS
24_
30

TSCI^LFOC 1 E3.0)^7tx,840^,
760^Ie(18.E.0)^7 7 r-',70

79
70

7) 770^wRITE^(61#7110) 21
33 780^FORMAT^(20w^SIEVING^Fol.(^:iRAvel.^) E.

t^n 7?0^--
790 7?( TN 06JrC4 B r41 4920!^34^ 14

c,^35^ .800 4PITE (61,811)^ 3?
t^36^ ki0 FoRmw , (18.4 SlEvIu0 FOR SAW) )^ ID

E^37^ GO TO 1141^37
-'^38^ 820 wRITE (61,830)^ 38

39^ 830 FOP4AT (29.4 SIEVIW. FOR SA'2O AvJ GwAvEL_ )^ 79
40.O TO 1140
41 840 /F(VA,NE.O.AN7.NR. ,.E.0) 850, 8 90^ 41

8 50 IFISPGRAV,EO. ,„0) Go TO 870^ n
43^ wRITE (61.860) ^ 43
44^ 660 FORMSTMw SICVING FoT r1RAVEI,S1EVITOTT -014 SAAA.Y0 1 0 4 ETE 1 FOR 4 Ull^ 44

,IS^ GO TO 1140^ 45
870 wRITE (61.(41(0)so -16

41^ a80 FORMAT (53w SIF)(13G FOR GRAVEL,SIEvi ,JO Fr; S4%o,DIatT7c F04 410 )^ 41

48^ .d-0- I 0 i1-40^ 48
(I ^ 890 IF(V8 1 E0.0) 900,050^

,so^ 900 IFISPGRAv,E0. ,),0) GO TO 930
so^ 910 WRITE (61.920)
52^ 920 FORMAT (204 wyDRONtIER FOR m)D )
53^ GO  TO 1140
54^ 930 wRI11- (61,940)
m ^940 FORMAT 'U764 PIPETTE FOR mUD 7 
m^ GO TO-1140
n^ 950 IF(SRGRAv.E0.11 .0) GO TO 970
s•^ wRITE(61.960)
SS^ 760 FORMAT(37H SIEVING FOR SiN0,4YOR0mETER Fog mu1 )
44^ GO TO 1140

i--^ 970 WRITE (61,900)

   

49

SO

Sr
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56
57
58
Ss
40

0119011



r^No ow um am ma um mu^r^mu ow am ow NE me

900 roww4T (344 SIFVING FOR 5AN06RIPETTE For; Mu%) 1^LJ ,^GO 73 11 4 0
990 1F(NC 6 E3.0) 1)006105n^ 1

^2^ 1000 1(A,0.0) 11106103u^ 2
^6^1U10 4RITE (616102:)^ 3^4^1020 FORMAT (244 SETTLING TDRE 104 SANO 1^ J

^

5^ GO TO 1140^ s

^

6^1030 wRITE (6161040^ 6
^r ^1040 r0R4AT (43R SIEVING FOR GRAVEL,SETTLING TuRE Fo4 S4.N1S )^ 7

^

8^ GO 73 11 4 0^ s
1250 IF(4364E,O,ANI6NA6NE60) 10606110n^ 9

^10^ 1u60 IF(SP3R4) , .E0...601 GO TO 10aP^ 70

^

11^ WPITE 161.10? )^ I.
^12^ 1J70 FOk4ATielk W.VP.IG FOR GRAvEL6SETTLJN0 TONE Flq 5A4L),4 , 040mETE4 10^ I,

^12 ^ 10 mjU1 I,
^/4^ 30 TO 11 4 0^ ,.
^IS^ 1600 4RITE (6161)90
^16^ 1)90 FORIAT (584 cIFIFING FOR GRAvE4651-TTLI6 ToHE 704 so4. 6 PIRETT^FOR

141,10)
GO TO 11'S

^

0^ 1100 IF($ 9 G 44 v6S.G6 .0) GO TO 112P^ 6

^

20^ 4RITE S616111 )^
_

23

^

21^ 1110 FORMAT (424 5 7-TTLING TulE 104 Se:0,66v04oPE1F; 2,0 "U ) 7'

^

22^ ;i0 To 11 40 17

^

27^ 1120 4RITE (6:6113 )^ 1-
^24^ 1130 FOR4AT ( 1 0, sTIL16,1 TuRE 1o4 SA:.u,PIPFTT^Fa4 w0 )^ ..,

. 25 ^0 PNPIT EXTRA ODTLA'S USEo6 
T6^u^1140 IF(NPIPE6EC,-) Go To 1160
%^27^ 4R1TE (6161f5 ) •(PIPE^ 77

^

28^ 1150 r°R.AT(2.•H 4' RgS,JLTS EXT4AP3L4TEr 73, 3,''i(^ 79

i " --^ GO TO 110 
▪ 30^ 1163 1 1 rOJ0.E4, 1 1 Go TO 11R)^ 31
• 11   oiDITE(61.117(1 6
u^32^ 1179 FOR -T(2' ...)^RESULTS ExTRAPD_ATEr)

1160 1 1 ('661'13.E 6 . ) 11 TO 1230^ -;
!^31^ 40ITE (61,119 )^ 16
.L°^0^1190 FORmAT (54 ;u 4E13HT FxTR 4 P1L 4 TFO)
E^0^1260 IF(NGRAV.E:6t , : Go TO 1220
37   dRI1'E(41,121J)

• 38^ 1210 F0RIA1(2 , .4 CR6vEL RESULT^APnL4T0)
^39^ 1220 IFINSCLY.ED,J) GO TG 1240^ .1.,

^

40^ 4g1TE(b1,a1t';1^ 10

^

41^ 100 F0RmA1(26A SO-F lOSEL, vATIONS OmITTED)^ .:
^42^ 1240 IF(NNN,E..1) ",0 TO 1269^ a

^

47^ IF(ITYPE.E:631 GO TO 128n^/1

^

44^ wPITE (51.12g )^ 4i

^

95^ 1250 FORMAT 1.24. „, CoRREGTED PARAMETERS 1^ 14

^

46^ 30 TO 12'0^ 16
^47^ 1260 wRI7E(61,127";)^ 47

^

49^ f270"rORm4T 122w C'PRECTEr. P4RAHETE45 )^ 19

^

49^ 1280  IF(4NB.E:61) 1290,131n  ^ 19
^0^1290 wRITE(61.13('0)^ SO
^ST^ 1300 FORHAT 1.00H vAR1ANCE uNBIASFD)^ SI

52 -^ 1315 IF(NNEI6E:61.0P6NSOLY, ,JE.n) GD T3 1330^ Si
^52^ 0_ PRINT PERCE\TAGFS OF GRAVEL,SANO • mv0(=SILT•CLAY) plo '1_4 ,6^ 53

^

54^ wRIT-e(616132u) T•TG,TOTS,T0Tm,T0TC^ 5.1

^

SS^ 1320 109m471.16 6 164PERCENT  GRAVEL  .,F7.3,1X,I4*.wER:EIT SANJ .,F7.3.1X 6^55

^

46^ 113HPERCE%T Hu:' c,F2,3,84(GLAY% 2 6F7•36100)^ 56

^

57 ^ 1330 IF(IN3A E.1) 10 TO 1360^ $7

^

18^ C PRINT FRE3UEN7.r-9ERCENT CORRESPONDING TO EACH 'ILI-POINT^ 58

^

--e■:._^ 59 ^ WRITE (61613 4 ')(FREOU(1),1x16N)^ 59^0C‘^44^1340 FORMAT(2CH PERCENT FREovENcrEsi11.x,81l0.4))^
01 I 801 2 10/F1.domP,E0,3) co To 1360



2

6

59

99
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C PRINT EACH INTERvAL mID.POINT

LJ^dp!rE (61,135:),2Ts(:),I=1.N,
1 ^1350 FORMATUZH 417-1,31\4is ii1x.3F10.4» 
2^ C PRPIT HEAN,VARIACE.STANDARD DEVIATION,SKEKNESs A 944 KORTOSTS
3^ 1360 wRITE (.61 4. 117) 3SUM1,HSJM2,STDEv.SKEw,AuRT
4^ 137C FORHAT(11H^a4F12,4/11-1 VARIANCE :,FI.4ilik sTD.DEv. A,r1

12 1 4/11H SKFWN=SS A.F12,4/104 .K .j.RTOSIS
1380 IF(NCARD.E0,0) GD TO 1430

IF(44B,E0,0054Y,NE,P) 1390,1410 
a^C PUNCH SAMPLE NUmREca.CARD IDENTITY NUNDER,HEAN,STA9414141 1 EviATI04o5 1(FwJES5 £30

C KOT051S
090 4i:01(62:1406) •,J 4 12),islJm(3).NCD.RSU'q,STOPv.SKe4ocuRT

It^ 1400 FO;HAT(A5,A2,A1,4F8,3)
12^ GO T3 1430
13^ C PLI4CH 'ARDS HITm "Fv4.STAN0APD DEvIATIal L54E4NESS AND CiRTOSIS,
14^ C PECENY 7,RAt,E,,S.01. 4 UO.SILT AND :LAY
15^ 1410 4PITE(62.14201 NJm(2),N,Jm(3).NiCO.RSU 4 1,STOFV.J.KURT,T)T:;,TOTS,T

.0

ITP,T)TSI,TOTC

1 4 20 FORmA7(A,42.41,4r1 1 3,5F6.2)
1430 1FtyPIPE,Nf 0) '.S-PIZ 

• 20^ 4=4.1
•'■^2;^ i0 T3 (1t,14 4 ',140U);1PET
• 72^ 1440 JUm 2 43
4^23^ IrcNRST.E0,2) 3'7.120

24^ 1450 EhU
O SUli43JT1',E SP._I - tNA0i,H71S..rS,1-!SS,r 1RE0,Ns:, )
T,^74^ TkIS SJ3R7JTPir 75 _SD IF A rHAct-rO^14ORVilJAL St.47,L= is Si'

ma^27^ 7^3ErogE ALys=s^C 7, 394n- ,01 Ir 0EC^T*ES ?3 5..t4jr ■A-0‘.E
23^CrPACTIllS A;E ijc,7" A•27 A sp_E^FAcH F-iACTIT1^5i2ARATLYs

29^ :^THE S,;340.111%E .7."'Y;TS APPAR:,\T 4E1G”T; IN T 4E 4 P' 1?0 ° k1 90F,
n^ ITEpvALs,^ TAE rIkAL C

t ii' 'SIG' :!lst,(t7c),IPElc130
• 32 TOTA690,C

33^ DO 10 -
34^ T0TA6MTO7ALES123
35^ I( CO'4 7 1\ -JE

;^ DC 2il^j77s..2!s

n   J45J.453
-^39^ rpED(J15)::zel,Lo..T1/T1TA6

39^ 20^.
0^ RETy;'.
4/
42^ SU34.111\F EXI'I'LOVI5UM,S4T.F 4 E7,'IeX)
43 ^ C^7,4j5 SUB WTI'. ^IS USED IF 044vEL,5410 oP^FJACT114S ARc ,Pi51-NT 1i.J7

44^ 44iE +Of 3EE3 A:IALgsEn^PER14TALLT, rr RE:1ui4En TRE 84nu1r tv sucw
4$^ CRAcT116 IS ixT=AP1LATF0 JSING TE SL , m OF i.:, 1111S IF1 4 0
46^ C^INTERVAL MID-j!-,TS MUST 3E SUPOLimp UN THF 1 4 I :INiL 0AT4 c4403 r04 THISF
47^ C EXTRAP0L4TInN5

up4E-Is13\ rpE1(1,3),s1'o'(1no)
49^ 1rsS6T,E.2)^C TO 6o 
so^ J5011,0
51^ 4ETINEX6\15134.1
52^ 7.1 TO 20
53^ Nis■1531
54^ DO 10^JIINEx. - .FT
55^ JSLolgJSJ'•NOC 
55^ 5INTIJ1=rL:AT13.1(3

31^ 11.1 CONTINJE
sg ^;le T3 43

20 no tO



MO I= MI Mil MI MI MI MI ONE MI MI MI MN Mil 11•11 • IIIIII^• MIN

-(A

SINTIJ)4rL:ATIJI

30 CONTIVJE
40  SSU4 4 rLOAT(JSJH)

2^ DO 50 J 449EX.aT
3^ rgE2(.1)4514T•SIT.T1J)/SSum
I^50 CDNTINJE
s^60 RETjRv
s^ END
7^ SUEROJTI\E PlzETTF (4tBOA,MB.JT34,FPE34,01454,1PluA.ICA,wTA3.NiA,Nqg
8^ 1,74l.'4T1L,?0U.r)
9^: THIS sjdR3JTINF .T.xy48POLATES TwE 1E44AININS SILT 414 CLAY CF THE

PIDETTE :q .., YEIPonETER A18LY5I5 nliv TO 4'4Y iELE:rEl G/0t51C11.Ef1r 2 H1 P141T;),

11^ C^LISINIG T4E $0T4 4,t- DIGITS 0E7.404• TrE E5TRA30L9T/3 ,, ': AN 4,51 4E 0o4 1:. 3y y.46

12^ : 'TOTAL 4 J: CDA:fl:N.
13 ^.^THE 1\ - E-74V6L 10-POI :TS OF THE EXTRA>0,ATE1 .c11.-4T3 +RE AJT0 ,4 ATTCALLT
24^:^DET6C1r4I4E1
rs^ plmE74Si0' PTsAcly:),4.TA(2o1,01Ga(inl)oalvT(2 - ). razol(10 1 ).93uvni
id^ 1U0)
17^ 1655 IF: 5 ( P TSA1 .Z))
IS^ -15-(46,E,,P1P4) 10 To 4;
19^ 4A'44.1 
20^ 149.NPP&'"1c

;^21^ 46451LZAT(MA)
22^ 44B.rLO4TIm§,

ISUHAO
iIlrel.c41;

ISU4615J'.1iT
R147(J12;L:AT1151')
INT51%...1

1.(j C0 .4TIN.:E
RSJ 4 4TLDLT(ISJ'')
IrciZA,E7..,J) )!-. SAC4111 4 ):ATA3
DC 24 /41..4

E^33^ pwTA(J)=A, P7A,.R1404(j)/asjm

a^ 20-CONTI'..4E•^34
0^35^ ;EPE43)49.0-1
t 26^ - —,jAPm -454-

;^V ^Ir7'0406.E2,1 N4P:1AP-1
-7,^Is^ IFINTYP6,E:.21 q 1 P 2 N.IP■1

39^ 1rl740A,E1'.t,.A.n..TA3,74E,0) %Ao.NAR.I.
m^in v:A,E; , D . A .D.,TA3.vE .0) 'OP9'1 710 .1

47^ 'Mal

43 ^S52.17 • N 'il : : '1; ..i 'PP 
42

"^ FRE)4(JN,S).R.T4(sP)

45^ NP4AP*1

4A^ PTS6I.r45}=4A...5
47^ DOUNJ(JNS•1)0qA01.:1
48^ RA444.1,:

49^ 30 DONTP.JE 
so^ 40 RETJR%

52  ^END
U^ SU5RJ4TIvE WY'Rnm(q444004487,41413,m6PAV,vHYDR.'14YPE,M/DT, -444 T, 4 5411

u ^1,HOBS,HRE0j,410464,44Mu0)
u^C —^THIS St.0 4 0JTI E lETEHIVES THE 4FIG.IT rPI- OUE4Z1 ,-5 IN T-4E HJO SIZE
55 ^C CLASS liTE4VA_5 rP0s4 HY1P0mETER R.;SdLTS, 
56^ DImENSIO‘ .100S(100),4REOUS)J 0 1
57_^ tropiToR.E0.2) Go TO 20
58^ 00 10^.0144-4 41,NW40
59 ^ HOBSWIS403S1J)004623*NORkV/C*LlqAV-1.0)
60^ 10 DONITINJE

GO TO 40

4 n
.2 24
Z
9, 25

Cc
m 26
4. 274.

25

i 29
-; 30
E 31

,:f! n

1
2

5

;•

71

.19

S.

51
53
5-1

Ss
56
5 7
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60



ano^ ma on am ma^m^m

- 20 00 30^Jg•.IAC,%1440

^0 ,^,4085(JIA(H085CJI-1.0)1110004H1RAV/(HG4Av-1,0)
30 C0AT1%.JE 

2^ 40 /f/ 47 2T.E0.11 GO .70 100
.._ . N.pjsa ti.4A140134,i414.43RAv3

4^ IF(v4TPE.E0,21 AiJNSA'JX45-1
s^ 50 TO 51
6^ HRE1.1(4jN5IDH:I3-HuBs(NA4A0)..i4l3'4)lwr
7 ^ jr(4REIJINXJS),00.U) WRE104J4S) 4 0,0
I^ GC TO 60
t^ 50 kRE0JI ,J..0.S)A-4-T3-;4 08S(r4HAI

60 4HAlANAA0,1PO^ 10
11^ IN4AAT,P1.0, 0 10 13 80^ .^I/

12^ do id^J2N4A0.%N'a0^ 1:
m4Ns.J.45A.D.4G146v  ^ it
Ir(V .IVPE.E:.21 NJNS4.4.1N15.1^

---. -----. _.
13

TS^ 14REDJ('4,.P.S.)4(4C8Sfj.k).04313S(J))4.74WY3/H460T^ 15
16^ Ir(4REOJ(,i.Mi;Cf.0,)) 4REOU(NJ5).0.0^ 76

17^ 70 CONTIvJE^ 17

IS^ GO TO 14:^ 14
it^ 80 DO 9.1^..igNpAl.%601^ .4

. 20^ NJ154..14.15ANin4T,RAV^ n

.1,^21^ IF(NYPE4EO,2) v.P.1 5=J-1^ :..
-^22^ 90 gP.J4 5i2t:' ,4 5i..1-11-H0a5(..1)
4^23

71^ GC TO 14O
LOU 41 4 41=% 44.1 

22:
a

cc^ 1T(44TI.E0,C.:1
P.^

10 r) 120
Z^27^ 00 . 110 JN.I.A0.1;2^

7.

:.1

78^ ,,IJNS4J4454.4!"
•,354S=.,i4S-1i■

E-;^30^ AREJ(‘J../s5.111r(.4-.4S(j.'1)1P55-(J))1.4,413/1.4165(4-14)-1.)
E,^37 ^ 110 CONT:NJE 
2^32
c^ GO TO 14^.
g.^33 _^120 nc 13: Jc4-1 A -.,.4 2 O
!^74^ NJ4311J4mSA,.1,4RAv
Z^Is1FC4-1v 12 E.E7.7) .. 4..1 162'JJN5-1_

-WcN^16,^ HRtj'IJ%S.110",alt(../.1AOS(J)3
E ou coN7INJE 
• 38^ 140 IFI 4 OSSUD00).1.T.1.0E-5,0R,Hmj5774.0) 40 TO 1 7 0

39^ Ir(4-,■T.'.E.r..) 10-1-.; 150
44^ 4..7.40?3(-04D)
61^ GO To 157
42^ 150 HuA1035(N,130),T3/H.twT
43^ 160 NIAExa':•mGQAV 
44^ IF(4Wf3E.F:.2) 44EX 4 '04 EX . 1
45^ 1F(410T.EJ.01 '.,4=X4NHEX01^ :.

46^ —CALl. ExT4AP(m.vD.H4,4PEou,04Ex)^ :4

ir _^ 170 41.14.^ :7

is^ END^- 
49^ 51.;8TI1E 3R 3 LOTCYJm,FREOJ..30JA5,; ,...., T501SUmt,sTlEV.S4c..4,4JRT,TOTG^ it...^.
50^ 1.70'S,TOTSI.T7.,CoNGRArtCLIVT.T7PE,L4CT)^ 50

51^ f^THIS SJg%0JTI:E lE1ER1IvE5 1-4E CumuLATIvC FRFAJLiNCIE; 44• ,tAtEs- ALL ^To^ 51

52^ :^APDPOPRIATE P L DTTIN1 SugROUTIvE DEPEN"AJG Gi 02TI3 , tS ;E_Er'T:.;0^ 53

52^ )I4E4S!0% ,4,P,(4),FRE4L1(100).13,P4n(101),PTS(151).rRMO,l71:UA(lni,^ Si

S4^ 11)13RE3J(1001..0-4(3),NCUMV(31^ s

SS ^ NFR(I)ofHarRE1UF.4  ^ 53

Si^ NrR(2)E34CY l'RCS^ 56

57 57NrR(37 4.8.%T.
n^ NCL10- 4(1)119H•Com5LAT^ 58

st^ NCulF5(2)0514IiE rREG^ 59

^, 40^ NCUMFR(3)S!I4LIENCv■ . ..
1^ NI/411)40A*



=MIMI^IIIIII^ MI MI IM

uumg4).8..
U^ IF(NGRAF,E0,1.0R.NGRAF.E0,3) GO TO 33. 

ovwTOT.0.0
2^ DO 20 1.1,s4
/^ iFiPTS(2).LT.PTS(11,ANO..LNG.OE.1) GO TO 10
4^ 6174T5114c.Imi0if;rino1l

90 ,.„, 13 ,12 )0 AcjvT:T
.
7^ 10 JAN-1'1 
1^ CUmT0TACJ4TOT.rREOU(J)
5^ Glikt4,111A0X4T0T ..^,
To^20 C04TITJE
TT^33 Irf:LI4T.NF.9.c.,,R.NTTPE.E3,3) ail Tr) 71
12^ ir(LNc.v.E.1) 31) 705C
13^ )0 40 121,\^
74^ AO RTS(I)=-ALnlc=TS(!)1
Ts^50 CALL rSCA_FTrF10.R0uN4D,N.G4E0j)
16^ 30 60 1.z40i

_60 PR(1.1)8111
Ts^ 4-13 To "45*
19^ 70 DO 90 li10 
2090 r411,1lArROUt!)m 

^/.1^21^ 90 fr(IGRAF.E0,3.0P.NGRAr,E0.4) 33 T) 15u

^

-^22^ CALL OJ1 4P;.TiT(PTS,FR.-N6-1.8 -0.H1 1 -p/., ,Arc)
^4^n^ Ir(VTYPE.E0,3,U9.y7YP,E0,47 ,:.,^70 ild

^

z.^21^ WRITE(61#1i111 % 1M2)043 4 (33.T075, T Tr:, TITS!. T:i:,c,u , i.srOiV.StEq,
25 ^ 4o A

^

To^U^ 1:117T
^%^n^100 FORMAT(1kI9ki SAmPLE .A9,A?,4A,9H;iR4vL4 ..r2.s. ,...r./Hi. - 04 .,r/.3..

11^ 1X,74SILTA .,r 7 ,3,4x,7kCLAYx =. 7 7.3//22x.5kmEA, :,F).1. 4 x.9HSTD.1D,v
i^29^ 2,A,F9,4,3XL1r44S0Q10NEsS 2,F9, 4 ,IX.lrk.‘d3yLsis =.1 - 9,15
• 30^ 10 73 13,

31 ^ 110 ARITE( 6 1.120) W1 (2)010 4 (3)1 4 S4'1.ST 1 Ev,SKEW.t.u 4 T
^a:^p^ 120 roRmAT(1x/a ,i SAMPLE .48,42,4x,sa , E44 11.,r9,4,3i.14511),0cv,2,r0,4,if

"^ 1.1040KE4.%ESS .,T- 1,4,sx,10H{071SIS 7,5.4)

^

?^14^ 133 IF(13RAr.E0,11e 0 .NORAF.E0.2) 30 TD 1 4 0
^/:•^23^ C6L6 AUTOP.OTJPTS6FR:•Ns'. 103W46'4F 4 1

u.^140 Ir(NGRAF,NE.2.0o009Ar.vE,5) 1) T0 163
i^27 ^CALL OJIAPLOT(PTS LCIP1.-V,-1,344 1 1D-PT•orrumP4)

^-.^38^ 4R!TE161.15:11
39^,^ 15) FORIAT(Ix///)
a^160 1r(V1RAF,vE,A.AND, ,,GRAr, ,4E.5) 13 TC 113
41^ CALL ALI1OP,0TTR1s,00H,-y,.1,N,1%ZimrR)
a^170 1F(001NF11) 10 TO 190
n^ DO 180 1g1,N 
44^190 RTS(11AEXPt-PTS(1))
45^ 190 4E1.py
m^ END
47^ SURRjU11NE FRSCALE(FPEOU.BOUVO.N.3REJU)

. 7)41S sapm!Nr SCALES 00hoJ TAz r9EnJElcY VAL;E'i C1R1ESP3+4)1 .,G T0 :LAS;46^ w

49 ^C^INTERVALS 4 0 10N APE LARGER THAN T-4E SALLEST CLASS TATERvAL.r4E7UFAr.fcS 53
m^: NTAINED ESYT4ATF THE FPEOUENOTcS .1., ITT-4-W.DITE Hig PE-R 3TAF4E1 IF ALL C.ACS
51^: _INTERVALS -4AD Rg,Cr4 cOuAL TO TIE SIALLST INTERvAL iSE0.
52 ---- ------1- — THESE - PRIOJENClES c44 06 THEv JSED 10 :.AVE A 1R1 17: JEPRES:vTAT13N or 1O4 7i

Al ^: FREOUEVOT 0:ST191910'10y,
m^ 01mEN004 rRE:U(100).90001100).GREOJI0c)
Si ^N.4.1 

-ri^36 [)0 20 1.2,N
IF(I,E3,21 GO TO 10

$6 RoA3S(30X4V(1)-ROUNO(1-1))
St^ IF(R.LTTRRT) RPTAR
m^ GO TO 20

10 RPTAA9S(30UNDt2)-BOUNO(111

2
3
4

11

1-1

Il

15

17

79

SO

51

52
SI
SI

IS

56
$7
58

59

801 E., 60



1111•11^MN I=^II=1^MI MI ME^ • MI^ •

20 CONTINUE
DO 30 I62,N
NX•IFIA(ABS(911.W1M-B0jallII-1///RPT*0.5/ 
AA4FL0ATCN6)
J4I■1
ORE7611.1) 4 FRE0j1.1)/AA

30 CONTINUE
6^ N04.1
7^ RETURN
• END

SUBROjTINE Ty 0E3(RTS,44PLI*T.ST0PY.NAA.r ,■Eld)
A^ESTHIS n30.01-.F IS US60^SETS OF ONCLASSIrIF..1 AT VALJ^IF

or
12 O

CUIdLATIVE^OR PR7.0UENCY PLOTS AE^RE:JUI4EU.^THE^4E03143^4R:^CLASSIFFD^INTSI
EOJAL^CLASS^/NTERYALS.^TAE^CLASS NNTEHYAL^SIZE^IS IIVPN 3Y^74E^JSER^SEY

13 7 AT 0.3^$TANDARO^ EYIA1IONS^IN DEFAULT.
14 DIHEASION^°TS(1070.FREDU(100).YINT(110)
15 NXPN'l
16 10 ALEC}

10^30^161.9A
18 trO1S(1.1),LT.OTS(11/^20.3t

20 A:P7 3 II! 1 )

21
22

10

;;;7151;1;
AITS(1•1)SY-

23 1L6NL.1
24 30 CDNTIUE
26 70064)6.1
26 Ir(IL6E1.060;.\X.E3.1)^4n,lo

•I1 27 40 IrtCl.INT.EO. , :,71^CLIITISTOEV+0.3
21 '111174/r14((OTS0q/..PTi(1))/CLiNT)•i
29 Kal
30 lo^40^1 6 1.NI17

VINT(12 7.1—SCII•CLI47
32 irci.D.1)^GO^T1^50
33 YINT(r1.,:lVT(1^1)4CLI9T

- 50 AN 60

■i■

3413

)0^7j^J4 6 0,
ifC 6TS-7J/.LT..^INT(I))^60.80

37 AO 1NANA.61
38 70 CONTINWE
39 90 FREOJII)6NN
CO 01j
41 0 covTIvoE
42 P'S(1)11PTS(1)•CLI.11./2.0
43 10^100^1 6 2.\I^T
44 100 PTS(1)=PTS(1■1,6:LINT
45 AXX1r6.-41Yr
46 4111AT
47 RETURN
41 ENO
49

51

54
55
56
57
38
59
60
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